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Let G be a finite connected graph with no cut vertex. A distance tree T is a 
spanning tree of G which further satisfies the condition that for some vertex E, 
d&, u) = dr(u, u) for aI U, where d&v, u) denotes the distance of u from v  in 
the graph G. The conjecture that if all distance trees of G are isomorphic to each 
other then G is a regular graph, is settled affirmatively. The conjecture was made 
by Chartrand and Schuster. 
1. INTKoDuCTI~F.J 
In a recent article: “‘Which Graphs Have Unique Distance Trees,” 
Chartrand and Schuster [2] made the following conjecture. 
Conjecture. If a graph has a unique distance tree (u.d.t.) and is bicon- 
netted, then it is regular, i.e., all vertices have the same degree. 
it is the purpose of this paper to show that the conjecture is true. The proof 
of the conjecture is based on the simple fact that an ~somor~h~sm between 
two trees maps the center(s) of one tree onto the center(s) of the other. 
As noted in [2], since every tree itself is a u.d.t. graph, the conjecture is not 
true for graphs with cut points. 
A fundamental problem which remains unsolved, and is perhaps a difhcult 
one, is to characterize the trees Tfor which there exists a u.d.t. (b~con~ected~ 
graph whose unique distance tree is T. The second conjecture in [.I!] states 
that the structure of a u.d.t. graph G with cut point is one of the follosving 
two: (a) N is a biconnected u.d.t. graph and G is obtained by “attaching“ 
(at the root) a copy of some fixed rooted tree T’ to each point of 15’; (b) T,‘, T, 
are two rooted trees, H is an even cycle, and G is obtained by “‘attaching” 
copies of T,‘, T,’ (each at its own root) alternately along the cycle H. We 
feel that structure (a) is true at least when N (equivalently, 6) has even 
diameter. Structure (b) is stated in a slightly weaker form in [2] with T2’ 
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equal to a single point. Related questions with regard to digraphs, such as 
which digraphs have unique distance trees, have been raised in [2]. These 
problems are still open. 
Section 2 gives the necessary definitions and Section 3 contains the pre- 
liminary lemmas. A proof of the conjecture is given in Sections 4 and 5. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
A graph G = (X, E) shall consist of a finite set of vertices X and a set of 
edges E, each edge joining a pair of distinct vertices and no two edges join 
the same pair of points. G shall always denote a connected graph. The 
number of vertices in G is denoted by #(G). u’,(x) shall denote the degree of 
vertex x. 
The distance L&(X, y) between two vertices x and y of G is defined to be the 
minimum number of edges in an x-y path; C&(X, x) = 0 for all x. A spanning 
tree of G is called a distance tree at x if the distance in G between x and any 
other vertex y equals their distance in the tree. We denote by T(x) a distance 
tree at x. In general, T(x) is not unique for given x. The existence of T(x) is 
given by a theorem of Ore f.51. We note in passing that d&x) = d7&x). 
Given x, the remaining vertices of G fall naturally into disjoint classes (levels) 
denoted by X, according to their distance from x, Xk = { y: dG(x, y) = k}, 
k > 1. We shall often denote a vertex in the set X7, by xk . 
A graph G is said to have a unique distance tree if each distance tree of G 
is isomorphic to some fixed tree T. We say, in short, that G is a u.d.t., or 
more precisely, a T u.d.t. The complete graphs, graphs with n (even) points 
and regular of degree 12 - 2, the Moore graphs [3], and, of course, the trees 
themselves are u.d.t. graphs. One Moore graph is the Petersen graph shown 
in Fig. 1 together with its (unique) distance tree. 
FIG. 1. The Petersen graph and its unique distance tree. 
It is convenient to call a u.d.t. graph G of type I if the corresponding tree T 
has even diameter; otherwise G is of type II. The Petersen graph is a type I 
u.d.t. graph. An even cycle is a type II u.d.t. graph. 
The eccentricity e(x) of a vertex x is the maximum distance d,(x, y) over 
all y. A vertex of minimum eccentricity is called a center of the graph. Any 
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graph has at least one center. The radius r(G) and dkmeter D(G) are defined 
bY 
r(G) = min e(x), 
x 
D(G) = m;x e(x). 
It is easily seen that 
r(G) < D(G) < 2 . r(G). il> 
If T is a tree, then one can actually write the st~o~ger.inequa~ity 
A tree has exactly one or two centers according as its diameter is even or odd. 
Let T be a tree in which a particular vertex c has been designated as the 
root. Define the leaf L(y; c) at a vertex y, y + c, as the subtree of r coIp- 
sisting of all y’ such that the c - y’ path passes through Y. In particular, 
y E L(y; c). When c is understood, we simply write it as L(y). The vertex y 
is called the base of L(y). L(y) is said to be a principal leaf when y is adjacent 
to the root. If T has odd diameter and c is one of the centers, then some 
principal 1eaE L(y) contains all vertices y’ such that dT(c, y’) = r(T). In fact, 
y is the other center of T. In the sequel, the root of a distance tree at s -will 
always be the vertex x itself, unless otherwise mentioned. 
A vertex x in G, with at least three points, is called a cul uevtex- if removal 
of x (including all edges incident with it) results in a disconnected graph. 
G is said to be biconnected if G has no cut vertex. We shall show that a 
biconnected u.d.t. graph is regular. 
3. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
Suppose Jf is an isomorphism between two graphs F and H. Clearly, 
ceTF(x, y) = dfI( f (x), f ( y)) for all vertices x, y in F. n particular, the vertices x 
and f(x) have equal eccentricity and the centers of P are mapped by f onto 
the centers of H. Now let G be a u.d.t. graph. If Y(X) (resp. T(y)) is its distance 
tree at x(y) which is also the unique center of 7(x) (T(y)), then because r(x) 
is isomorphic to r(y) (in symbols, T(X) ru T(y)) we get &s,(x) = d&x) = 
&,j(y) = d,(y). The proof of the conjecture essentially consists of showing 
that at each vertex x in G there exists a distance tree T(x) which is centered 
at that point. In the case when the trees T(x) have two centers each, the 
argument is somewhat involved. Although the proof in the second half of 
Lemma 3 and those in Sections 4 and 5 are lengthy, they have a highly 
similar pattern. The reader might initially want to concentrate on the simpler 
proofs for the type I graphs in Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 (Section 4) 
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LEMMA 1. Let T1 and T, be two distance trees at a vertex x of a connected 
graph G. Then one can pass from T1 to T, in a$nite sequence of “exchanges.” 
Proof. Assume T, # T, . Let (x7< , xk+3 be an edge in T1 , joining a 
vertex at level k to one at level k + 1, which is not in the tree Tz and let k be 
the smallest such value. Since T1 - (xk , xk+J is disconnected and T, is a 
distance tree also at x, there exists an edge in T, of the form (xk’, x~+~), 
where xk’ is at level k. The distance tree T1 - (xk , xkfl) + (xk’, x~+~) after 
the first exchange has more edges in common with tree Tz than does the 
tree T1 . Repeated application of the exchange operation will finally reduce 
T1 to Tz . m 
The next lemma plays an important role to the extent that it led us to the 
main idea (Lemma 3) in the proof of the conjecture. The proof of Lemma 2 is 
reproduced here from [4] for the convenience of the reader. The proof itself, 
however, is not relevant to the rest of the paper. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a connected graph. Then there exists a spanning tree 
T(c) with the properties: 
(a) T(c) is a distance tree at c and c is a center of T(c); 
(b) T(c) has the minimum diameter among all spanning trees of G. 
In particular, the radius of T(c) equals the radius of the graph G. 
Proof. Let T’ be a minimum diameter spanning tree and let c be a center 
of T’. We show that if T’ is not a distance tree at c, then there exists a another 
minimum diameter spanning tree T centered at c for which the equality 
dc(c, v) = dT(c, y) holds for more vertices y than in T’. 
Let d + I = dc(c, x) < dT$c, x). Suppose P = [(c, x,), (x1 , x2) ,..., (xd , x)] 
is a minimum length c - x path in G. We may assume without loss of 
generality that dc(c, xi) = dT,(c, xi) for all 1 < i < d and hence, that all 
edges of P save (xd , x) belong to T’. Let (u, x) denote the last edge on the 
c - x path in T’. We define the spanning tree Tby T = T’ - (u, x) + (xd , x). 
As a result, 
&(c, v> < MC, Y> for all vertices y, with strict inequality 
for vertices in the leaf L(x; c). c*> 
It follows from (*) that the diameter of T is no more than that of T’. To see 
this, first assume B(T’) = 2r. Since dy(c, y) < r for all points y, we have 
d,(y, y’) < dT(c, y) + dT(c, y’) < 2r. Thus D(T) = 2r. If D(T’) = 2r - 1, 
let L(y; c) be the leaf containing all vertices which are at a distance r from c 
in T’. Then the leaf at y in tree Twill also contain all vertices which are at a 
distance r from c in T, and thus D(T) < 2r - 1. Therefore, T has minimum 
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diameter, whence it also follows that c is a center of a. The lemma is 
proved. 
Consider an arbitrary distance tree T(X) of which x is a center. Then 
r(T(x)) = eccentricity of x in T(x) = eccentricity of x in G > i(G). Therefore, 
T(x) has minimum diameter only if x is a center of 6. On the other hand, if 
the minimum diameter is even, then for each vertex x which is a center of G 
and for each distance tree T(x) at x, T(x) has minimum diameter. Also x is 
the center of T(x). Combining the two, we get T(x) has minimum diameter 
and center at x if and only if x is a center of G. This suggests that in a u.d.t. 
graph each vertex is a center. This is indeed the case. In Lemma 3 we will 
show that this last property implies the conjecture. 
bmA 3. Let G be a T u.d.t. graph such that each nertex is a center of 6;. 
Then G is regular. 
ProoJ: We first consider the easy case when G is type I, or 
For any two vertices x, x’ and distance trees T(x), a(~‘), respectively, at those 
points we have that x (x’) is the unique center of T(x) (resp. 7’(x)). Because 
T(x) ce T(d), we get 
Thus G is regular. 
Now, assume G is type IT, or D(T) = 2 * r(G) - 1. Let T(X) be a distance 
tree at x. The vertex x is a center of T(x) since x is a center of G by the 
hypothesis; let x’ be the other center of T(X). Since for y $ L(x’) &(x’, y) < 
Ii + &(x, y) < Y and &(x’, y) < r - 1 otherwise, it follows that for some 
distance tree T(x’) at x’ its centers are precisely x’ and x. We show &c(x) = 
a&(x’) in three steps. We may assume without loss of generality that an. 
isomorphism f: T(x) -+ T(x’) maps x to x and x’ to x’. All we need is to 
construct a suitable distance tree T’(x) at x so that some isomorphism J” 
of r’(x) to T(x’) maps x to x’. We proceed with the construction of T(X). 
I. If there exists an edge in G of the form (xi’, xi--3 where xi’ E L(k) 
in T(x) and xi+1 $L(x’) (see Fig. 2) then let 
where (xi , x~+~) denotes the edge of T(X) joining xiLl to Ievel i. Since 
#[T(d) - (L(x) in T(x’))l = #[L(x’) in T(x)] f #[I-(x’) in Y(x)] 
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level r 
n level r-l n 
T(u’) T(x) T’(x) 
FIG. 2. Example of an exchange; r = r(G). The enclosed regions represent leaves and 
subtrees. 
(the first equality is due to the isomorphismf), an isomorphism of T’(x) onto 
T(x’) cannot map x’ to itself, i.e., maps x to x’ implying (3). 
2. Now suppose that G contains edges of the form (xi’, xi) going out of 
the point set L(x’), where xi’ E L(x’) and xi $ L(Y) and xi’, xi are at level i. 
Also assume that G has no edge like (xi’, x~+~). Then 
where (xidI , xi) are the corresponding edges in T(x) joining vertices xi to the 
(i - I)th level, is a distance tree at x’. By using a vertex counting argument 
similar to that in part 1, we get that there is no isomorphism of T(x) to T’(x’) 
which maps x to itself and x’ to x’. Thus x, X’ have equal degree (even if for 
some edges (xi’, xi) xi’ were equal to x’). 
3, Finally, assume that only edges of G leaving the vertex set L(x’) in 
any T(x) are of the form (J& , xi), except for (x, x’). There exists at least one 
such edge since G is biconnected. We get that T(x) is also a distance tree from 
x’, because d&c’, xi) = i + 1 = &c&x’, xi). Let i denote the maximum value 
for such an edge among all distance trees at x whose centers are x and x’. 
Consider the distance tree at x (see Fig. 3) defined by 
T’(x) = T(x) + (Xi ) &+I) - (Xi’, x&). 
Note that, by part 1, we may assume x’ is no longer a center of T’(x) so that 
the isomorphism g of T(x) to T’(x) either maps x’ to x, or g(x’) = z where z 
and x are the new centers of 7”(x). If g(x’) = x we are done, namely, x and x’ 
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T(x) T’ (x) 
FIG. 3. Change of center from x’ to z due to exchange; g(Y) = z. The shaded region 
represents the remaining leaves and edges. 
have equal degree. For g(x’) = 2 we get, including the possibility that 
Xii = x1 
dAx? = &(dW = &Y&z). (41 
Since xi il is not a cut vertex, one of the following must be true: (a) i f 1 = r, 
or (b) i - 1 c Y and there exists an edge (xj’, x~‘), where x,’ E Ljx’) - L(x:+,) 
and xk’ E L(x~+,), k 3 i + 1 (see Fig. 3). 
Given case (a), we first observe that xri is the only vertex at level Y in T(x). 
Define a distance tree at x’ by T’(x’) = T(x) t (x,.-I : x,.‘) - (x,_~, x,-& 
The diameter considerations of T’(x’) tell us that the leaf L(z) in 
T(x) has only one vertex x,-~ +t level Y - 1 and the shaded subtree S in 
Fig. 3 reaches no higher than level r - 2 from x. Repeated considerations of 
an isomorphism g: T’(x’) + T(x) which does not map x’ to x (i.e., g(x’) = x’ 
alld say g(L) = x) will now imply that G is an even cycle. The first few steps 
in the argument are as follows. (Foliow the sequence of diagrams in Fig. 4.) 
Since g(z’) = x and the top three levels of L’(z’) in T’(Y) form a path, the top 
three levels of L(z) form a path of length 2 and S reaches no higher than level 
Y - 3. Tkk in turn implies that the top five levels of L’(Y) form a path, an 
that S’ reaches level at most I’ - 4 from x’. Next, we shall have that the top 
five levels of L(z) form a path and S rises at most to the level 1’ - 5, etc. 
Finally, we get S, S’ are empty (except for the vertices x and x’, respectively) 
and T(x) is a path of length 2r - 1. It follows immediately that G consists 
of a cycle of length 2r, and is regular of degree 2. 
Now, if (b) holds and j > k, then from parts 1 and 2 above it fol!ows that 
C&(Z) = C&(X) which when combined with (4) give C&(X’) < &G(x)* If 
j = k - 1 is a must (when necessarily k > i + l), the isomorphism of T(x) 
‘to the distance tree T”(x) = T’(x) + (xj’, x,‘) - (xi_, , x,‘) at x either maps 
x’ to x giving L&(X’) = d,(x), or i is not maximum. The first case occurs 
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T' (x') T'(x') T’ (x’) 
FIG. 4. i + 1 = Y and g(z’) = x imply that G is an even cycle. 
when x’ is not a center of T”(x); by comparing the number of vertices in the 
appropriate leaves, we get X’ cannot be mapped to the other center z in T”(x) 
and hence mapped to x. However, if x’ remains a center in T”(x), then the edge 
(x;-~ , xk’) contradicts the maximality of i. Thus for all j, k pairs we get 
dG(x’) < d,(x). To get the reverse inequality d,(x) < C&(X’), we employ the 
fact that T(X) is a distance tree from x’ also. In that regard, xi is at level i + 1 
from x’ and x;+~ is at level i, and we shall have one of the two corresponding 
cases (b), (a) with respect to x’. If it is case (b), we have proved x and x’ 
have equal degree. In case (a), if it is at all possible, there is nothing to prove. 
Now for arbitrary vertices x and x’, let z, z’ denote, respectively, the other 
centers of the distance trees T(x) and T(2). We have from the above consi- 
derations that if an isomorphism does not map x in T(X) to x’ in T(x’), 
then 
and a similar inequality in the reverse direction, which give the equality of 
the two degrees. The proof is completed. 1 
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4. THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM 1. If G t a biconnected graph and G has a unique distance tree, 
then G is regular. 
ProoJ: In view of Lemma 3, it is enough to show that each vertex x is a 
center of the graph. We first consider the type I graphs where G is T u.d.t. 
and T has even diameter. The proof for the type II graphs is a simple extension 
of the present proof and is given in Section 5. Denote by c the center of T. 
Let x be a vertex which is not a center of G. We may choose an x which is 
adjacent to a center so that e(x) = r + 1 where r = P(G)- Let T(x) b:: a 
distance tree at x; D(T(x)) = 2r. The principal leaf at the center x1 of T(x) 
contains all vertices of T(x) which are at level r or I’ + 1. (In particular, 
x, is a center of G.) Note that T(x) N T implies &&x1) = d?(c) = 
d T(z ,(xi) =I d&t,) and thus x1 is not adjacent in G to any vertex in level 1. 
We ‘have three cases to consider. 
A. First we show that there is no edge in G of the form (xi , xi+,J 
where xi E L(q) and x;,~ $ E(x,). If there is one, denote by (xii7 x&) the edge 
of T(x) which joins x;+~ to level i. Then 
T’(x) = T(x) + (Xi , xi,,) - (xi, x-;,lp 
is a distance tree at x and in T’(x) there are more vertices at distance J 
including x:+~) from xX than in T(x)- This contradicts that the issmorphism 
of T(x) to T’(x) maps x, to itself. 
B. Next assume that G contains edges of the form (xi, Xi’) joining a 
vertex xi in L(x,) at level i to a vertex xi’ also at level i, but not in k(q) 
(2 < i < r - 1). A distance tree T(xJ at x1 may be defimed by 
where (x;-~ , xi’) are the corresponding edges in T(x) joining xi’ to level Z - 1 D 
A little thought should convince the reader that T(q) is indeed a distance 
tree at x1 . Therefore, for some isomorphismf: T(x) + T(q) we havef(xl) = 
XL . e shall obtain a contradiction by a counting argument, as in part A, 
Consider both T(x) and T(x,) rooted at x1 . Denote by L, the principal 
leaf at x in T(x). If f(L,) = L,’ and L,’ is the principal leaf at yk in T(q), 
then denote by L, the principal leaf at y1 in T(x). Leaves L3 , L4 ,.‘. and 
IL,’ ) L3’,... are defined analogously. Finally, let f(L,) = L,’ = L(x) in T&) 
where k 3 2. Eet tm(Li) denote the number of vertices iu Li which are at a 
distance m from its base. We consider successively m = r - 1, I” - 2,..., 3, 
2, 1. 
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First observe that the exchanges in (5) reduce the distance. If a vertex 
xi’ E L1 is moved to a principal leaf, say, at yj in T(x&, we get 
dr(&j , &‘I = &(,)(Yj , xi) + 1 = i - 1 = dT(&, xi) - 1. 
Form=r-1,weget 
The third, sixth,. . . equalities are due to the distance reduction property 
and the fact that t,(L,) = 0. In particular, we have t,-,(&) = t&&‘) 
which implies that the points in L, which are at a distance r - 1 from x have 
not been moved by the exchanges. Thus the inequalities (6) will now hold 
with I - 1 replaced by r - 2, and so on. Successively, we get that none of 
the vertices in L, were moved because of (5). This is the desired contradiction. 
C. Finally, since G is biconnected it contains an edge of the form 
(xi’, xi+A where x*+1 E L(x,) and xi’ 6 L(x,). This too leads to a contra- 
diction. If the distance tree T’(x), where 
has its center at x1 then T’(x) * T(x) because T’(x) contains fewer points at 
distance i from x1 than there are in T(X). Thus xi is not a center of T’(x). 
Several things follow immediately: (a) L(x,+~) contains all points of L(x,) 
which are at level r + 1, (b) L(x,) - L(xi+J does not contain any vertex at 
level r, and (c) x1’ is a center of G (and of T’(x)) where x1’ is the vertex on 
the x - xi’ path at level 1. Part (b) holds because D(T’(.x)) = 2r. The 
isomorphism f from T(x) to T’(x) will then map xi to x1’ . (f(x) may not 
equal x.) We may assume that i (<r - 1) is the maximum level which allows 
an edge of the form (xi’, x~+~) among all distance trees T(x) at x. We see that 
xi+r may not be a cut vertex only if there exists an edge of the form (xi , x,‘) 
where xj E L(x,) - L(xi+J, xk’ E L(x,+J and k > i + 1. But j f k (j > k) 
because of part B (A), while j < k contradicts the maximality of i (see 
Fig. 5.) 
Thus every vertex of G is a center. The theorem is proved for type I u.d.t. 
graphs. 1 
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FIGURE 5 
5. EXTENSION To THE CASE D(T) = 2r- 1 (%YPE II) 
We again show that each vertex of a T u.d.t. graph, where T has odd 
diameter, is a center. The proof is similar to the even case. Let D(T) = 2r - 1) 
where r = r(G). If possible, let x be a vertex which is not a center and Eek 
eccentricity e(x) = Y + 1. Denote by x1 and x, , respectively, at level 1 and 
level 2 the two centers of a distance tree T(x) at x; x1 and x2 are adjacent in 
T(x). We write L1 for the subtree T(x) - L(x,). (Note that L, is the leaf at x1 
when x, is regarded as the root of T(x).) The three parts in the proof by 
contradiction follow. 
A. If possible, let (xi, x;+~) be an edge of G where xi E L(x,) and 
x:,1 $ L(x,). Th en xi $ L(X,). Because if g denotes the isomorphism from T(x) 
to T’(x) (defined in the usual way) we get from xi E L(x,) that g(xz) # x2 , 
since L(x,) gamed points due to the exchange. ut g(xJ = x1 is not possible 
either, because a point y in L(xitl) when moved to k(x,) by the exchange 
appears at a smaller distance from x,: 
(The detail argument would be similar to that of part B in Section 4, now 
applied among L1 , L(q) in T(x), and the corresponding subtrees in T’(x).) 
For similar reasons, xi cannot belong to Lfx,) - L(x,). If g(q) = x1 and 
g(xJ = x, , a contradiction is obtained once again. (L, in T(x) would be 
isomorphic to corresponding L1’ in T’(x).) For g(xI) = x2, we have 
L1 ci L(x,) in T’(x) = L(x,) in T(x) N L, in T’(x), which cannot be true. 
The contradictions show that G has no edge of the form (xi : xi+& 
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B. Now assume that G contains edges of the form (xi, xi’) where 
xi’ C$ L(x,), etc. Define the distance tree T(x,) as in (5), and the subtrees L,’ 
and L’(xJ accordingly. Let f: T(x) ci 2(xX). If f(xl) = x1 and f(xJ = x2 , 
then counting the total number of vertices in L(x2) we find that none of the 
xi’s appearing in (5) are in L(x,), and L, ~zi L1’, which is impossible. So 
let f(xl) = x2 andf(xJ = x1 . 
The following distance reductions occur due to the exchange when xi E L,: 
&(&1 , x6’> - &-w(x~ , xi’) = (i + 1) - i = 1, 
4h)(xB , xi’) - &w(x~ , xi’) = (i + 2) - (i + 1) = 1. 
The corresponding differences for xi E L(x,) are 1 and 3. If we let t,(.) denote 
the numbers of vertices at distance m from the base of a leaf then 
t,&1) = t,-,(f&)) = Ll(L’W> = L,Wd 
= t,-,(f(L(x,))) = tr-l(L1’) G Ll&). 
Thus the points at a distance r - 1 from x, in L1 have not been moved by 
the exchange. This in turn implies 
so that points at distance r - 2 from xl in L, have not been moved, and so on. 
We conclude that G has no edge of the form (xi, xi’). 
C. As our final step, we have, since G is biconnected, that G contains 
an edge of the form (xi’, x~+~) where xi’ $ L(x,) and xi+1 E ,5(x,), i < r - 2. 
Let T’(x) be defined as in (7), and g: T(x) _N T’(x). We note that xi+1 
cannot be in L(x,) - L(x,), because then the isomorphism g must take x1 
to x2 , since the distances from x1 of the vertices in L(xi+,) have been increased. 
But this would imply 
L, N L’(xJ = L(x,) N L, (x1 of L, is being mapped to x1 of L,‘), 
a contradiction because of distance increases. Now, let xi+1 E L(x,). The 
vertices x1 , xz cannot both be centers of T’(x), because in that case either 
g(xl) = x2 and g(xJ = xl (which is false due to the changes in distance of 
the points of L(x~+~)), or g(xl) = x, and g(x.J = x2 (which is also false, as 
L(x,) lost some points). As a result, L(xi+3 contains all points of L(x,) which 
are at level P + 1. (The centers of T’(x) are x1’ and x2’, the vertices at level 1 
and level 2 on the x - xi’ path.) Since D(T’(x)) = 2r - 1, the subtree 
L(xJ - L(xi+J = L’(x2) has no points at level Y or Y - 1. Now, G being 
biconnected, there exists an edge (xj , xle> where xi E L(x,) - L(xi+3 and 
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sti;: E L(x,,J, k 3 i + 2. Assume i is maximal among alI trees T(x). (A 
diagram similar to Fig. 5 may be drawn to illustrate the situation.) However, 
k # j by part B, k 4: j by part A and k ‘Jp j by &e maximality of i. He-rpce, 
G has no edge of the form (xi’, x~+~). 
The proof of Theorem I is complete. 1 
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